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     Michael Faraday 

British Physicist and Chemist (9/1791-8/1867) 



Wavepacket  

A wavepacket is a  

model to explain 

 the wave and particle 

nature of  

electromagnetic  

radiation 

and of matter 
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MAGNETIC FIELD OF A SPINNING CHARGE 

When a charged  

particle spins, it  

creates a  

magnetic field. 

 

This sculpture shows 

lines of magnetic field 

strength around the 

charge. 

 

Examples, MRI, NMR, 

ESR, magnetic field 

of earth. 



      Sir Isaac Newton 

British Physicist, 1642-1727 

Relief Clay model Relief in cherry wood 



On the Shoulders of Giants 



The Tree of Life 

The double helix 

form is a reference 

to the double helix 

form of DNA, the 

genetic material of 

life.  The helix flows 

from the base like 

the limbs of a tree. 

 

Plywood 



Einstein Model of Warped Space 

Large mass 

warps the space 

around it. 

The smaller 

mass orbits the 

larger mass by 

moving on the 

warped surface.  

Barlett pear with 

walnut inlay. 



Tracks in a Particle Accelerator 

QVxBF  (Q charge, V velocity, B magnetic field) 

Plexiglas rods and LED’s 



The Higgs boson is a hypothetical massive scalar elementary 

particle predicted to exist by the Standard Model in particle 

physics. 

This potential energy has a graph which looks like a Mexican hat. 

Sculpture of Walnut 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalar_field_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_particle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_particle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_Model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_physics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_physics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexican_hat


String Theory Sculpture 

                     Atom 

 

Electrons    nucleus  

 

                neutrons,   protons 

 

 

          Up quark     2 up quarks 

     2 down quarks  1 down 

quark 

Bring together quantum physics and general relativity 



A sculpture of a Spiral Galaxy 

Bronze, with LED lights 



Maxwell’s 

Demon 

James Clerk Maxwell 

was a Scottish 

physicist who is most 

famous for his 

equations of 

electrodynamics. 

Maxwell’s Demon was a 

thought experiment to 

visualize the possible 

violation of the 2nd law of 

thermodynamics by a Demon 

controlling the flow of hot 

and cool molecules. 




































